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CENTRAL L IM IT  THEOREM FOR SEMLMARKOV 
RANDOM EVOLUTIONS 
V.S. KOROLJUK 
Mathematical Institute, Acad.Sci.Ukr.SSR, 252601 Kiev-4, ul. Repina 3, USSR 
Abstract. A new type of central limit theorems for random evolutions with semi-Markov switch-overs 
in a scheme of series is discussed [1,2]. The applications to switching processes [3], storage and traffic 
processes [4] are also considered. 
1. SEMI-MARKOV RANDOM EVOLUTIONS: P~EPRESENTATION 
AND EXAMPLES 
The sums of random variables and the additive functionals on semi-Markov processes have 
being investigated by many scientists tarting with A.A. Markov and S.N. Bernstein. 
The most general form of different summing schemes can be represented as the semi-Markov 
random evolution [1] 
W(t)  = r ,,o (e~)D(  ~e~)r =, (e=)  • . . .  • D(  =. ( , ) ) r  . . ( , ,  (t - ~.(,)). (1) 
Here ( aen, On; n > 0) is a Markov renewal process with the semi-Markov kernel on the measurable 
state space (X, ~') : 
Q(z,A,¢)=7>{ se,~+I EA, On+I <t I ae,=x}, zEX ,  AEYd,t>O; (2) 
P(z ,A)  - Q(z ,A ,+oo)  = "P{ m,+l E A [m,  = z} being the transition probabilities of the 
imbedded Markov chain ( ran; n > 0); 
G=(t) = q(=,X ,O = ~{e.+,  ___ ~ I = .  = =} = ~.{e .  ___ t}  
stand for the distribution functions of occupation times Oz on states z E X, u(t) = max{n : rn < 
n 
t} is the counting process, rn = Y~ Ok,n > 0, re(t) = m,(t) is the semi-Markov process. 
k----1 
Further r=(t), z E x ,  t >_ 0 is the family of strongly continuous contraction semigroups with 
the generators r (z ) ,  z E X; D(z), x E X is the family of linear bounded operators defined on 
the separable Banach space B of functions ~o E B . 
Examples .  1. Let ~(z) ,z  E X be a family of random variables which are independent for 
every finite set of values z E X . Let 
D(z) = Eexp [iA~(z)], rx(t)  = I, z E X, t > 0. 
Then 
~(t) ~(t) 
W( t ) -E [exp( /AE~ (ink)) I m(s ) ,0<:s<t ]  =HD(mk) .  
k=l  k=l  
The random evolution is tile conditional characteristic function of the random number u(t) of 
conditionally independent random variables ~k = ((aek) defined on the imbedded Markov chain 
( ae,,;n > 0) .  
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2. Let a(x), x E X, be a measurable bounded function. The conditional characteristic function 
of the additive functional 
t 
~(t) = f a( ~(~))es 
0 
defines the random evolution 
W(t)= E [exp (iA Lta( m(s))ds) 
~(t) 
I ~(s),0 < s < ~] = I I  r ~_, (o~)r  ~(,)(t-  ~.(,)1 
k=. l  
with F,(t)  = exp (iAta(x)), r(x) =/~a( , )  
3. Let r/(t,x), x E X, be a family of homogeneous processes with independent increments 
which are jointly independent for any finite set of values x E X . Let 
r.(t) = E exp (iz~(t, x)) = exp (t¢(x, z)), 
and ¢(x, z) be the cumulants of processes D(x) = I,x E X. Then the random evolution (1) 
defines the conditional characteristic function of the switching process [3]: 
i.e. 
~(t) 
,1(t) = ~,7(0~,  
k----I 
~ek-1) + r/(t - 7-.(0, ae~(0 ), (3) 
dW(t)dt = F(m(t))W(t),  W(O) = I. 
W(t) = E [exp(iz r/(t)) I re(s), 0 < s < t]. 
4. Let us consider the following model of the storage process [5] 
~(t) t 
P 
z, = Zo + ~. (  ~-1)  - /v (z . ,  ~(s))ds (4) 
k : l  0 
J 
Under the conditions given in [5] there exists a unique solution to the equation 
q(t,z,x)= z -  / V(q(s,z,x),x)ds, q(O,z,x)= z. (5) 
0 
Now define the operators 
r , ( t )~(z)  := ~(q(t, z, x)), D(x)~(z) := ~(z + a(x)). (6) 
Then the random evolution (1) is defined by the operator 
w(t)~(z) := ~(z,). (7) 
5. Let the switching process x(t) be a Markovian one and D(x) = I. Then the random evolution 
(1) satisfies the evolution equation [6] 
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Now we suppose that the linear operators which define the random evolution (1), depend on 
some small parameter 6 > 0 and admit the following asymptotic representation [4] 
r,(~)=r~(,)+er~(~)+o(e), 
D,(x) = I+eD:(x)+e2D2(x)/2+o(e2).  
(8) 
All operators in (8) are linear with their common domain of definition which is dense in B . 
The semi-Markov random evolution in the scheme of series is defined by the relation 
w,(t) = r',o(~ei)D,( ~:)r',,(ce2)..... De( m.(,/,2))r%~(~,.,)(t/c - :r.(,/.2)). (9) 
We study the limit behaviour of the mean value (as : --+ 0) 
E=[W~(t)~o(., ~e(t/:2))]. 
In order for the limit distribution to be the normal one it is necessary that the number of 
summands be o(e -2) and each summand be o(c). In this connection the balance condition (10) 
must also be fulfilled which excludes the unlimited trend. 
THEOREM. (See [4].) Let us suppose that the following conditions are satisfied. 
A. The imbedded Markov chain ( aen;n >_ O) is uniformly ergodic with its stationary distribu- 




and the second moments converge uniformly on x E X . 
B. The balance condition is fulfilled: 
/ p(d.) [~( . ) r : ( . )  + Dx(x)] ~ = 0. (10) 
X 
Then we have 
Here 
oo 
limo / e-Xt Ex [Wc(t)~( • , ae(t/cu))]dt = [AI - m-l  L]-I ~. 
o 
(Ii) 
L :=/p(dx)L (x ) ,  
X 
L(x) -- C,(x)RoCi(x) + C~(x)/2 + (m2(x) - m2(z) F~(x)/2+ 
+ rn(x)r2(x) + (D~(x) - (PDl(X))2)/2, 
C:(x) =m(x) r : ( z )+PD: (z ) ,  
(12) 
Ro = ( I -  P + H) -1 - H is the potential of imbedded Markov chain with the transition probabifity 
operator P (see [7]) ; 
X 
m= Hm( ) 
x 
This theorem represents a general scheme of obtaining limit theorems for random evolutions. 
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In particular, for the continuous random evolution 
v(,le ~) 
w°(o  I I  r" = ~_, (~o~)r~(,~.~) ( t /~  - ~r~,(,/~)) 
k--1 
we have: 
Coro l lary .  By the condition A of the theorem and the balance condition 




lim [~ e-~iE= [W°(t)~( • , ee(t/e2))] dt = [AI- m-iLo]-l~. 
• ---,o jo  
Lo := fm~)L0(=); 
X 






1) The switching process (3) in scheme of series is defined as 
c~(t) = Vf~ [y(t/c) - At~v]. (17) 
The parameter A can be defined from the balance condition (14). The random evolution, given 
by the deviation process (17), can be represented as 
w.(t )  = E [exp(iz~.(t))/ ~(s), 0 < ~ < t/~ 2] = 
= E exp~ y~ Ok+l [¢ (z~,  ~k) - iz,/TA] / ~(~),0 < ~ < t/s ~ . 
k=0 
In the scheme of series the generating operators of semigroups have the form 
r~(x) = ¢(z~,  x) - izx/~A. (18) 
We shall suppose the existence of the first two cumulants for the process ~?(t, x), x E X 
¢(z ,x)  = izOl(x)- z2¢2(x)/2 + o(z2), z ~ O. (19) 
Then 
rl(X) = iz(¢l (x)  - A); r2(x) = -z2¢2(x) /2;  
and the balance condition (14) has the form 
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Coro l lary  1. 
the Wiener process with variance 
We conclude [3] that the deviation process he(t) converges weakly as ~ ---. 0 to 
X 
a2(z) = 2m(x)(¢l(x) - A)R0m(x)(¢l(x) - A) + m(x)¢2(x) + m2(x)(¢l(x) - A) =. (22) 
2) The storage process in the scheme of series is defined by the equation 
. ( t i c ' )  t I "  
Z~ = Zo + e ~_~ a(vek_l) - / V(Z~, ~e(s/e2))ds. (23) 
k=l  0 J 
According to (6) we find 
= -V(z ,x )d /dz  = rl(x); r (x) = o; (24) 
hence 
Dl(z) = a(z)d/dz; D2(z) = a2(x)d2/dz 2. (25) 
If we apply our theorem to the storage process (23), we get: 
Coro l lary  2 [4]. For the excessive nonnegative function a(x) with the speed V(z, x) which 
is non-decreasing and continuously differentiable with respect o z , the storage process Z~ is 
weakly convergent as e ---, 0 to the diffusion process with diffusion coefficient 
= [ p(dx)a2(z, x)/m, O'2(Z) 
x 
cr2(z, z) = 2C,(z)RoVl(x) q- [C~(x) q- (m2(x) - m2(x))V2(z, x) q- a2(z) - (Re(x))2], 
CI (X)  - -  m(x)V(z ,  x) - -  Re(x), (26) 
and drift 
f 
a(z) = / p(dx)a(z, x)lm, 
X 
a(z, x) = C,(x)Rom(x)V'z(z, x) + m2(x)V(z, x)V',(z, x)/2. (27) 
In particular, the traffic process Z'(t) which defines the particle motion in a random (semi- 
Markov) medium is given by the Cauchy problem: 
dZe(t)/dt = V(Z~(t), re(t/e2)); Z*(0) = Z. (28) 
If the following balance condition is fulfilled: f p(dz)m(x)Y(z, ) = O,Vz, then Z'(t) converges 
X 
weakly to the diffusion process with diffusion coefficient a~(z) and the drift a0(z) can be obtained 
from (26) and (27) by a(z) _-- 0. 
4. RESULTS FOR OBTAINING SCHEME 
To get the Laplace transformation of an average of the semi-Markov random evolution 
x) = f ~e(t/ez))]dt 
0 
(29) 
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we write the Markov renewal equation in the form 
[ I  - Qe]~be = me.  (30) 
Here 
OO 
Q~ := He -~2~ F~(es)D,(y)Q(x, dy, ds)~(A,y), 
ox  
O0 




Then, one can find for the asymptot ic representation (31) and (32) : 
I -Q ,  = I -P -eQ l+e2Q2+o(e~) ,  
r.~ = ?m(~)~(. ,  ~) + o(? )  (33) 
Now, applying the limit theorem for the inverse of operators with perturbed spectrum, taking 
into account that  I IQ I I I  = 0 [7] we obtain: 




In the representation (33) 
Rx := - I IQ1RoQI  II - I IQ2II .  (35) 
Q1 := rn (x ) r l (x )P  + PDI (x ) ,  
1 2 Q2 := ~m(x)p - m(x)rl(x)PDl(x) - ~rn2(x) r l (x )P  - rn (x ) r2 (x )P  - PD~(x). 
(36) 
If we calculate R~ in (35) together with (36) ,  we get the basic limit theorem. 
REMARK. The authors of [3,4] have considered a more general scheme of limit theorems of 
semi-Markov random evolutions in the scheme of series. In their investigation the switching 
semi-Markov process ms(t) also depends on a series parameter and satisfies the conditions of 
asymptot ic phase merging [7]. 
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